Solution Overview

Kukuza Rapid Diagnostic
Stop wondering if your cannabis company is on the right track
in your finances and key operations. This tool assesses the key
attributes of your business and provides the directional feedback
on what’s in place and what’s yet to finish. Find out your score
based on key financial attributes—and move forward.

Pain Points:

Test your financial
readiness and agility
with our free

• Many fast-moving cannabis companies don’t have a strong finance or
operational foundation as a springboard for growth

interactive tool to

• Lack of visibility into what is really going on in the business

find out your

• Uncertainty about key business processes and what’s required
• Missing access to industry best practices in a fast-growing market

company’s strengths

Solution:

and weaknesses.

• A financial evaluation tool that reviews and identifies key gaps in the financial
and operational health of your business
• Productive discussion about readiness of key finance processes, operations and
other essential processes
• 30 carefully crafted questions reveal the current and future gaps in finance
operations and capabilities in 16 vital areas of the business
• Easy-to-understand rating system, on 1-5 scale, measures whether current
processes, systems and tools need improvement
• The overall score is based on your input combined with best practices and
expert insights

Benefits:
• Rapid assessment of the company’s financial and operational health—so you can
take action, to fill any gaps and prepare for growth
• Identification of the critical finance and operational issues and risks that could
be slowing down or endangering the company
• Interactive dialogue with cannabis-savvy consultants
• A clear, concise and actionable assessment based on 16 key dimensions that can
affect growth

A rapid assessment gives fast-moving companies a quick
moment to evaluate trouble spots and growth issues, and
re-prioritize. Know the right questions to ask and the right
answers for your company.
Request your free diagnostic at http://bit.ly/kukuzadiagnostic

About Kukuza Associates
Kukuza AssociatesTM LLC is a Silicon Valleybased consulting firm dedicated to helping
cannabis businesses go further, faster
with great finance that’s steeped in sound
operations. As a RoseRyan company,
we deliver strategic finance, outsourced
accounting, financial reporting and analysis,
internal controls and business transaction
support for IPO and M&A. Grow like a weed
with the right financial foundations in place
with Kukuza.
Learn more about our robust, flexible
solutions at www.kukuzaassociates.com
Contact:
Chris Vane
(510) 509-1454 x104
cvane@kukuzaassociates.com

